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Abstract. We propose a framework for spatio-temporal real-time anal-
ysis of dynamic scenes. It is designed to improve the grounding situation
of autonomous agents in (simulated) physical domains. We introduce a
knowledge processing pipeline ranging from relevance-driven compilation
of a qualitative scene description to a knowledge-based detection of com-
plex event and action sequences, conceived as a spatio-temporal pattern
matching problem. A methodology for the formalization of motion pat-
terns and their inner composition is introduced and applied to capture
human expertise about domain-specific motion situations. We present
extensive experimental results from the 3D soccer simulation that sub-
stantiate the online applicability of our approach under tournament con-
ditions, based on 5Hz a) precise and b) noisy/incomplete perception.

1 Introduction

Autonomous agents that reside in and interact with a dynamic, physical real-time
environment require a conceptualization thereof suitable with regard to their re-
spective tasks. For individual tasks such as path planning or object tracking it
is often considered effectual to rely on a sophisticated quantitative scene rep-
resentation based primarily on geometrical location of mission-relevant scene
residents in a certain frame of reference as well as spatial relations among them.
For agents with retrospection- and optionally some foresight capabilities, a “film
roll” of temporally ordered, static snapshots of the ambient scene gathered at
successive, discrete points in time seems to constitute an adequate metaphor for
their knowledge representation. In the RoboCup domain, agents are not exclu-
sively concerned with individual tasks. On the field, they also seek to participate
successfully in simulated soccer matches. These matches involve technically chal-
lenging group activities both cooperative and adversarial in nature. Due to its
idiosyncratic game characteristics and fixed laws of the game, soccer presets a
distinct contextual setting for the decisive interpretation of game-relevant motion
situations in the ambient dynamic scene.
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Our basic assumption is that this interpretation is feasible based on the data
already inaccessibly encoded in the “film roll”, employing the means of spatio-
temporal analysis of dynamic scenes. Agents which are rendered “conscious” of
their contextual setting and equipped with domain expertise via explicit formal-
izations of domain-specific motion patterns can arrive at a broader grounding
situation as they are to some extent aware of being engaged in a soccer match
and grasp temporally extended dynamic elements of the game.

We discuss three main challenges: First, the existing qualitative observation
must be transferred into a compact qualitative scene description which gener-
alizes from particular situation idiosyncrasies. Attention focusing caters for the
selection of the game-relevant observation sub-sampling for further processing.
Second, a logical representation for motion situations that accommodates hu-
man conceptualization with spatial and temporal dimension structured in an
ontology with taxonomic and partonomic aspects must be specified. Third, a
knowledge-based detection procedure is required whose design criteria comprise
the adaption of existing proved inference techniques, an exploitation of the mo-
tion ontology for computational efficiency and a hierarchical bottom-up detection
which immediatly leverages preceding intra-cyclic detection yield.

2 Related Work

Miene et al. proposed a comprehensive method for incremental assembly of
quantitative time series data via monotonicity and threshold-based classifica-
tion into spatio-temporal ground facts and a basic, domain-agnostic, hierarchi-
cally organized logical formalization for motion situations (situations, events
and (multi-agent) action). A prototypical a-posteriori detection of soccer-related
motion incidences was implemented and evaluated extensively with focus on
detection quality and robustness in the context of the 2D soccer simulation [1,2].

Wendler et al. proposed an approach for action detection geared towards an
efficient OO implementation in the context of a comprehensive behavior recogni-
tion/prediction framework [3]. The detection is incremental as incidence hypothe-
ses are proposed at an early stage of action progression and henceforth tracked,
being eventually verified or discarded. A limiting factor for scalability is the fact
that any motion pattern, regardless of its complexity, must be built from a fixed
set of ground predicates. Also, the real-time aptitude of the approach is in parts
due to constraints in the formalization of the temporal configuration of motion
pattern constituents. In [4], Herzog et al. opposed declarative (design-time) and
procedural (run-time) motion pattern specifications and found that generally
speaking the former can be mapped to a set of procedural alternatives.

Further relevant work in the area of game analysis aims at support for coaching
activities such as the offline automated team analyst ISAAC by Raines et al. [5]
which is based on offline learning, data mining and statistical techniques. In-
tille and Bobick present a probabilistic framework for the classification of single,
highly structured offensive plays in American football [6]. More recently, Beetz
et al. introduced the Football Interaction and Process Model (FIPM) [7] that
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classifies motion situations into four crisp top-level actions and can estimate po-
tential failures of actions based on a decision tree trained with a database of
previous games and a domain-specific feature set.

None of the presented approaches handles our complete set of requirements
for scalability, real-time aptitude and robustness against low-quality input.

3 Compilation of a Qualitative Scene Description

The first step in our analysis workflow comprises qualitative abstraction from an
existing quantitative scene representation [1,8,9]. We consider a subset of a com-
plete scene representation, namely location and translational velocity of scene
actors conceived as multivariate time series. Raw Cartesian coordinates are con-
verted to polar form. Based here upon time series for planar location, elevation,
speed, acceleration, motion direction and rise/fall are compiled. We also consider
pairs of objects by forming time series for planar distance and spatial relation
among actors. Each time series is then associated with a qualitative predicate Pi

with a finite set of symbolic states SYMi [10].
We implement categorical classifiers with flexible bounds based work by Stein-

bauer et al. [11]. In order to deal with perception noise during classification,
Steinbauer proposed the concept of predicate hysteresis for binary classifiers as
a means to mitigate noise-induced, rapid interval oscillation in the vicinity of
class boundaries. We generalize their concept for classifiers with arbitrary num-
bers of target-classes, operating over unbounded or cyclic value co-domains. We
also use a two-tier classification for multivariate time series. We initially employ
univariate classifiers separately along each input dimension obtaining an inter-
mediate symbol vector which is consequently mapped to a single target class.
Using this concept it is possible to construct a bivariate region classifier that
handles composite regions that form homogeneous local neighborhoods [10].

While the classification yields the value of the considered predicate instances
for successive mapping cycles (e.g. velocity(pl1, slow) instance-ofPvel) the manda-
tory next step is the association of qualitative predicates with a temporal validity
interval to obtain fluent facts Fact(p, i) ∈ Fatom : p instance-ofPj as basic sub-
strate for pattern detection. In [2], Miene proposed a fact assembly scheme based
on explicit validity extension in successive cycles. Yet, to put less strain on updat-
ing the KB we use an alternative scheme where new facts are initially asserted
with a right-open interval i = 〈s,∞〉 ∈ I� and later revised with a closed interval
j = 〈s, e〉 ∈ I‖ when the state of the predicate instance changes thus that the
validity duration is now known. Once the ground facts have been updated we
compile derived facts Finfer which are based on tracking sets of ground facts (e.g.
the ball-player distances for ball ownership).

For an efficient qualitative mapping we implemented a domain-specific focus
heuristic based on suggestions by Retz-Schmidt et al. [12] that filters the available
quantitative input in a preprocessing step such that only relevant scene aspects
are considered. Although the focus is in principle suited for multiple key objects,
we were concerned only with the detection of ball-centered motion situations.
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Thus, we found it sufficient to treat the ball as single focus point. It defines
the attention focus by a fixed radius of 13m such that a) all unary relations of
scene actors within the radius and b) binary relations from the ball to the other
focused actors are considered.

4 Formalization of Motion Situations

Besides a suitable pool of ground fact instances Ḟinfer ∪ Ḟatom, our knowledge-
based pattern detection requires background knowledge of the targeted motion
situations. We distinguish two principal categories of extensive motion situations,
namely events and actions/action sequences. Beginning with events, we formally
specify event/action classes and their internal composition.

Definition 1 (Event Class). Let id denote a unique identifier, ACT the set of
actors in a dynamic scene. Let further fa : Nn → A ≡ (a1, a2, . . . , an) denote an
ordered set of elements ai over a co-domain A with arity n ∈ N. An equivalence
class of events, ev ∈ E is then defined as first-oder logic term as follows:

id(args) . args := ref ◦ div, ref : N|n → ACT , div : N|n → SYM. �

The ordered set ref ⊆ args (reference) specifies the scene actors involved in
an event incidence, e.g. as a kick initiator, while div ⊆ args (diversification)
comprises event-specific parameters, e.g. the kick height, which define particular
traits of certain event incidences. We adopted the inclusion of the diversification
following suggestions by Wendler [13], yet we forwent the use of parameters with
sub-symbolic co-domain in order to retain a homogeneous qualitative description
throughout. An event equivalence class constitutes a succinct class signature
such as kick(player, dir, height, type) . ref = (player), div = (dir, height, type)
for the kick event.

An event incidence ėv ∈ Ė is expressed in terms of its class signature with
a distinct assignment of its arguments and is associated with a closed validity
interval i ≡ 〈s, e〉 ∈ I‖.s, e ∈ N

+0. Following notational suggestions by Allen, a
particular kick is noted as Occur(kick(pl1, north, high, volley), i) . i ∈ I‖.

Besides via its signature, each equivalence class of events is described by the
necessary and sufficient conditions for an actual event occurrence, that is its
event pattern (cf. Fig. 1), as follows:

Definition 2 (Event Pattern). Let ev ∈ E denote an equivalence class of
events and let i, j ∈ I‖. The event pattern associated with ev is defined as:

Occur(ev, i) ⇔ Pat(i, ev) ∧ ∀j . In(i, j) : ¬Pat(j, ev)

Pat(i, ev) is defined as a formula in first-order logic with the codomain:

dom(Pat(i, ev)) = Fassert ∪ Finfer ∪ E ∪ IR ∪ SR ∪M. �

Event patterns comprise as valid constituents asserted ground facts Fassert, in-
ferred facts Finfer and subordinate events E. Temporal (semi-)interval relationsIR
as proposed by Allen and Freksa specify their temporal configuration. Additional
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Occur(kick(pl, dirg:8, height, volley), 〈s, e〉) ⇐
Fact(acceleration(ball, increasing), 〈s, inf〉)

∧ Fact(freeBall(), 〈s1, inf〉)
∧ Older(〈s1, inf〉, 〈s, inf〉)
∧ Fact(motionDir(ball, dir

g:8
), 〈s, inf〉)

∧ Fact(motionDir(ball, dirg:8
2 ), 〈s2, e2〉)

∧ Meets(〈s2 , e2〉, 〈s, inf〉)
∧ ( dirg:8 �= dirg:8

2 )

∧ Fact(distance(ball, pl, veryClose), 〈s3, e3〉)
∧ TailToTailWith(〈s2 , e2〉, 〈s3, e3〉)
∧ Holds(zpositionTrend(ball, trend), 〈s, e〉)
∧ Translate

�
⏐height

ztrend(trend, height)

Occurring(ballTaming(player), 〈s, e〉)) ⇐
Occur(receive(player), 〈s, e1〉)

∧ Fact(xBallControl(player), 〈s, e2〉)
∧ Occur(retreat(player, ball), 〈s3, e3〉)
∧ Meets(〈s, e2〉, 〈s3, e3〉)
∧ Fact(freeBall(), 〈s3, e4〉)
∧ Occur(receive(player), 〈s5, e〉))
∧ Meets(〈s3 , e4〉, 〈s5, e〉)

Fig. 1. Examples for specified motion patterns. left: the volley kick event pattern, right:
the ball taming event pattern.

relations (SR) allow for an enforcement of spatial constraints. For convenience
and expressiveness reasons, we also adopted two meta-logical functions from the
Prolog domain in the M set, namely setOf() and negation as failure.

The terms in dom(Pat(i, ev)) are assembled to a valid formula of first-order
logic using the logical connectives ∧, ∨. The composition of Pat(i, ev) is flexible
as it allows to use subordinate event classes in the specification of superordinate
event patterns. We use a simplified notation for event patterns which conforms to
Occur(ev, i) ⇐ Pat(i, ev). The notation of the event pattern thus contributes
to a clarification of the pattern usage.

We define action classes ac ∈ A as terms in first-order logic with a composi-
tion analogous to events. Let pass(source, target, dir, height, force, succ) where
ref = (source, target), div = (dir, height, force, succ) denote the equivalence
class for passes. Based upon this concrete action incidence expressed as

Occurring(pass(pl1, pl2, forward, low, weak, succ), i) ∈ Ȧ . i ∈ I‖
where Ȧ is the set of concrete action instances. Action classes are described in
terms of their respective necessary and sufficient incidence conditions Pat(i, ac) :
i ∈ I‖, ac ∈ A.

Definition 3 (Action Pattern for ac ∈ Aatom ⊂ A). Let a ∈ Aatom denote
an equivalence class of actions and let i, j ∈ I‖. Then, the action pattern is
defined as:

Occurring(ac, i) ⇔ Pat(i, ac) ∧ ∀j . In(i, j) : ¬Pat(j, ac)

where dom(Pat(i, ac)) = dom(Pat(i, ev))∪A. �

The fact that Pat(i, ac) may also contain subordinate action classes allows for
the following two scenarios: specialization of basic actions (ball transfer �→ pass)
and specification of action sequences with a non self-similar progression (one-two
pass). dom(Pat(i, ac)) thus enables scalable concise specification of action with
growing complexity. Following Miene et al. [2] we exploit the natural hierarchy of
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the considered actions. The more complex the action patterns, the more complex
constituents may contribute to Pat(i, ac). Yet, at the same time, the incorpo-
ration of less complex constituents down to simple facts remains a valid option
with regard to precise detail specification (cf. Fig. 1).

So far, only action sequences with a self-similar character (Aatom ⊂ A) have
been treated. An examination of the space of conceivable action sequences found
in dynamic scenes unveils an additional class of action sequences. These are
comprised of a homogeneous, finite, yet in its length a priori indeterminate con-
catenation of a particular basic action. The dribbling is a paradigmatic example
for this class of action sequences, denoted as Aloop, since dribble sequences are
composed of simple atomic dribblings where an agent forwards the ball once.

Let Occurring(ȧc, i) : ȧc instance-ofac ∈ Aloop, i ∈ I‖ denote a self-similar
action sequence, then it is possible that ∃ j : In(i, j) ∧ Occurring(ȧc, j).

Definition 4 (Action Pattern ac ∈ Aloop ⊂ A). Let acsup ∈ Aatom ∪ Aloop.
Let further i, j, k ∈ I‖. The action pattern is then defined as:

Occurring(ac, i) ⇔ Occurring(acsup, i)
∨(Occurring(ac, j) ∧ Occurring(acsup, k)
∧Meets(j, k) ∧ Equals(i, j + k) ∧ Cont(ac, acsup)) �

In the latter case, Cont(ac, acsup) : dom(Cont(ac, acsup)) = SR enforces spatial
continuity constraints to be met by both constituents that are combined into
the longer action sequence. To conclude, relying using Def. 3 and Def. 4, it is now
possible to specify simple actions as well as both types of actions sequences.

5 Knowledge-Based Pattern Detection

The formalization for motion patterns corresponds to first-order definite clauses
where the premise Pat(i, mo) : mo ∈ E ∪ A specifies the inner composition
of the respective pattern while the consequence specifies the event/action class
(cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, a transfer to an operational logic programming language
(Prolog) is possible in a natural way. Once the semantics of the spatial and tem-
poral relations SR ∪ IR ⊂ dom(Pat(i, mo)) are realized in the target language,
spatio-temporal pattern matching is enabled that can recurse to standard log-
ical inference techniques, i.e. sophisticated backward chaining. We describe an
efficient deployment strategy of logical inference for pattern matching.

A first step in an efficient incremental detection strategy is to determine the
detection order elements in a pool of motion patterns, to be applied in each
detection pass. We capitalize on the ontological relations among the desired mo-
tion classes captured in their respective Pat(i, mo). We use a detection hierarchy
based on the maximum level of complexity of the substantial constituent terms
Tmo in Pat(i, mo) (i.e. Tmo ⊂ F∪E∪A) as follows: First, (inferred) atomic facts
(fact ∈ Finfer ∪ Fatom) constitute a fundamental level of complexity l(fact) = 0.
The hierarchy level of particular extensive motion patterns then evaluates to
l(mo) = 1 + argmax(l(ti)) where ti ∈ Tmo.
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Fig. 2. Details of the knowledge-based detection of motion incidences

Each consecutive detection pass di can then be implemented as a bottom-up
search for new motion incidences with respect to this pattern hierarchy. This
search starts with patterns of l(mo) = 1 that can be matched against the mo-
mentary pool of atomic facts Ḟi alone. When new motion incidences are detected,
they are fed immediatly into the qualitative KB (Ḟi ∪ Ėi ∪ Ȧi) which is crucial
as it enables immediate intra-cycle reuse of the partial detection yield achieved
so far. Motion classes whose pattern comprise subordinate events/actions can be
matched subsequently against the updated KB contents (cf. Fig. 2(a)).

Regarding real-time efficiency, the goal of a knowledge-based detection strat-
egy is to try and match for a certain motion pattern iff the momentary detection
cycle has already yielded necessary and sufficient for either guaranteed or quite
probable detection success. We propose to derive appropriate decision heuristics,
specialization (SP) and possible end triggering (PE), based on the observation
that the motion incidences are in general related via certain relationships to sub-
ordinate incidences such that the detection of the latter during a detection cycle
triggers the detection of superordinate motion incidences in the first place.

First, motion patterns can be modeled as direct specializations of subordinate
patterns. Since specialized patterns, being located higher in the pattern hierarchy,
are detected subsequent to their generalization, it is evident that a detection
attempt is only promising once the detection of the generalized pattern has
already yielded a concrete result. Otherwise, it is sound to skip the detection
attempt for specialized concepts as they are bound to fail.

A second relationship is derived from the internal composition of Pat(i, mo)
which is applicable for a greater subset of patterns. For a particular pattern, one
or more closing events/actions may exist, denoted here as atomic PE -triggers.
Within a pass, the detection of a pattern associated with a single PE -trigger is
attempted once a trigger incidence has already been added to the momentary,
partial detection yield. For the detection of a pattern associated with multiple
triggers, the fulfillment policy determines that a detection is attempted either if
instances for at least a single (existential policy) or all specified triggers (universal
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policy) have been added to the detection yield. We found that those types can be
employed for a considerable subset of all engineered motion patterns (cf. 2(b)),
thus leading to a considerably increased ratio of successful detection attempts.

6 Experiments and Results

To date we have prototypically implemented the complete scene analysis work-
flow [10]. Our qualitative scene description is based on a minimal set of nine
ground predicate types directly asserted incrementally by our qualitative ab-
straction module and three additional derived ball ownership predicates. We
have formally specified ten event, eight action, and two sequence patterns and
transferred them to Prolog rules as foundation for our knowledge-based detec-
tion. Necessary spatial and temporal relations have been implemented as rules
such that we can use Prolog as backend for spatio-temporal pattern matching.
We simulated 15 regular 3D Soccer Simulation League (SSL) matches with Vir-
tual Werder playing 3 times respectively against 5 top-rated sphere simulation
teams, namely Fantasia, SEU, WrightEagle, FC Portugal and Aeolus. An ex-
tended version of the 3D Soccer Server 0.5.3 developed by the UTUtd 3D
team [14] which features support for an online coach was used for the experi-
ments. All games were conducted with the server configuration acknowledged as
standard for official RoboCup competitions and simulated in a non-distributed
setting on a single host machine (cf. [10]). Both, the Virtual Werder players and
our online coach compiled log files during the simulation runs encoding their
respective perceptions as S-expressions. Moreover, our coach performed online
analyses for all conducted test games.

To evaluate general feasibility and robustness of our analysis module, we con-
ducted a two-tiered experiment using quantitative scene perceptions of varying
quality as input data. The basic test was based on the complete, precise, allo-
centric perception of our coach agent (update freq.: 5Hz). We compiled a sound
ground truth as baseline for quality comparison by hand-tagging a subset of six
pass-oriented motion situations covered by our prototype. The constraint in the
coverage of considered motion situations is due to the difficulty to manually esti-
mate the temporal extension of ball-ownership-related facts and to discern ball
deflections from attempted receptions in the soccer monitor. Other patterns such
as mutual kicks or one-two passes occurred too infrequently to be statistically
significant in both hand-tagged half times against FC Portugal and SEU.

We performed the quality analysis offline, seizing perception logs compiled by
the coach agent in the batch simulation of the test games. Table 1(a) outlines
statistics of our offline analysis based on coach perception logs. Precision val-
ues beyond 90% accordant to low false-positive classifications indicate a sound
manual engineering of the considered motion patterns. The recall beyond 85%
for event and 70% for action incidences suggests that our motion patterns were
not yet expressive enough to cover all conceivable incidence traits. Thereby, the
lower recall for actions is due to the hierarchical bottom-up detection scheme
which propagates recall failures for base concepts to superordinate levels. The
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Table 1. Basic quality assessment of the proposed analysis approach

(a) Analysis quality under full perception

Motion Situation PSys PTru ∩ mprec mrec

VW3D vs. FC Portugal: 1500 analysis cycles

kick ev 62 67 62 100.0 92.5
receive ev 78 76 76 97.4 100.0

ball transfer ac 59 65 57 96.6 87.7
pass ac 17 19 16 94.1 84.2
pass (fail) ac 23 28 23 100.0 82.1
self assist ac 18 18 18 100.0 100.0

VW3D vs. SEU: 1500 analysis cycles

kick ev 63 71 63 100.0 88.7
receive ev 83 83 79 95.1 95.1

ball transfer ac 60 69 57 95.0 82.6
pass ac 36 41 36 100.0 87.8
pass (fail) ac 16 20 14 87.5 70.0
self assist ac 8 8 7 87.5 87.5

Accumulated Results ≡ complete game

kick ev 125 138 125 100.0 90.5
receive ev 161 159 155 96.3 97.4

ball transfer ac 119 134 114 95.7 85.0
pass ac 53 60 52 98.1 86.6
pass (fail) ac 39 48 37 94.8 77.1
self assist ac 26 26 25 96.1 96.1

(b) Comparing analysis systems

Motion Situation mprec mrec

Analysis by Miene et al. [2]
→ 2D Soccer Simulation

pass 95.5 93.3
pass (fail) 89.8 92.8
self assist 100.0 95.5
avgMien. 93.8 93.2

Analysis by the authors
→ 3D Soccer Simulation

pass 98.1 86.6
pass (fail) 94.8 77.1
self assist 96.1 96.1
avgWard. 96.3 86.6

∆avg 2.5 -6.6

avgi: concept average

·

Symbol Description

mprec, mrec precision, recall
PSys system detections
PTru ground truth
∩ mutual detections

data in Table 1(a) also suggests correlations between analysis quality and the
idiosyncratic style of play of the considered opponents. For instance the SEU
team consequently plays a rapid kick’n’rush soccer with minimal ball control
times while FC Portugal features a rather slow game development. As we did
not anticipate volley play effectively enough, results are suboptimal in this case.
We consciously chose a set of motion situations for our evaluation with a direct
equivalent in the evaluation conducted by Miene in [2]. Thus, it was possible to
compare results obtained in the 2D and 3D soccer simulation leagues. The data
in Table 1(b) shows that although the 3D SSL demands for more sophisticated
motion patterns due to added realism, simulation dynamics and the treatment
of motion traits, the general analysis quality is competitive.

Having substantiated basic feasibility of our analysis, we proceeded with a
second quality assessment in order to identify the analysis tolerance when using
agent perception logs as input. Agents in the sphere-based 3D SSL need to
cope with noisy, egocentric perception with a 180◦ field-of-view (update freq.
5Hz). The Virtual Werder agents employ a ball-oriented poke-around strategy,
integrate successive percepts and use a particle filter to deduct noise [15]. In
our offline test, agent perception refers to the best estimate of the real state of
affairs by the agent, rather than raw perception. Tab. 2 presents the results of our
comparative assessment where our analysis was employed with perception logs
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Table 2. Influence of incomplete, noisy perception on analysis quality

(a) Quality with Coach Perception

Motion Sit. PSys PTru ∩ mprec mrec

kick ev 50 53 47 94.0 88.7
receive ev 64 64 60 93.8 93.8

ball transf. ac 44 49 39 88.6 79.6
pass ac 20 21 19 95.0 90.5
pass (fail) ac 20 23 17 85.0 73.9
self assist ac 5 5 3 60.0 60.0

(b) Quality with Agent Perception

Motion Sit. PSys PTru ∩ mprec mrec

kick ev 43 53 43 100.0 81.1
receive ev 62 64 60 96.7 93.8

ball transf. ac 38 49 35 92.1 71.4
pass ac 20 21 17 85.0 81.0
pass (fail) ac 13 23 13 100.0 56.5
self assist ac 6 5 5 83.3 100.0
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Fig. 3. Basic Evaluation for a complete simulation match of our analysis prototype,
showing computation time (left) and knowledge base charging (right)

from our coach agent and a player acting as a midfielder for a single half time
of a match against the Aeolus 3D team. It shows that regardless of degrading
input the precision of our analysis remains high while the recall declines mildly
about 10% due to a growing number of non-detections, especially of kicks. The
latter seems to be in part due to both our choice of granularity in the qualitative
abstraction, present neglect of the location of the observer agent relative to the
relevant scene part and the low frequency of perception updates.

The real-time aptitude of our approach was investigated in the next step
where we evaluated runtime key measures compiled by our coach agent in our
simulation test series. The average measured computation time for a complete
analysis pass varies team-dependent between an encouraging 2.04 and 2.63ms.
While the maxima for the respective teams are notably higher (〈7.47, 16.26〉ms),
the associated Q95 quantiles and the location of µt halfway between Q5 and Q95

suggest that isolated outliers are responsible for these results. This hypothesis
is substantiated by Fig. 3 (left) which shows a paradigmatic graph of the re-
quired computation time for our analysis plotted for a complete match. Besides
real computation time, we also considered the simulation-specific distribution of
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Table 3. Evaluation of time consumption for computation of a single analysis cycle by
our coach agent in ms of real time. 3-game average results.

VW3D vs. Aeolus Fantasia WrightEagle SEU FCPortugal

Median 2.211 2.035 2.491 2.626 2.264
〈Q5, Q95〉 〈1.02, 4.07〉 〈0.99, 3.61〉 〈1.20, 4.42〉 〈1.28, 4.70〉 〈0.75, 4.27〉
〈min,max〉 〈0.41, 8.71〉 〈0.30, 7.47〉 〈0.35, 16.26〉 〈0.38, 9.28〉 〈0.30, 8.86〉
Mean µt ± σt 2.324± 0.957 2.152± 0.812 2.612± 1.056 2.754± 1.113 2.379± 1.083

Acts./cycle 8.147± 2.732 6.871± 2.52 8.564± 2.62 7.77± 2.11 8.339± 2.81
Rels./cycle 49.88± 16.39 42.2± 15.1 52.38± 15.73 47.61± 12.65 51.03± 16.83
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Fig. 4. Performance variation caused by choice of fact assembly strategy (left) and
effect of knowledge-based detection strategy

consumed sim steps per analysis cycle. Given the fact that a full percept-reason-
act cycle for agents, both the coach and players, within the 3D SSL spans 20 sim
steps, the consumption of no more than a single complete sim step is definite
proof for real-time aptitude with regard to deployment in soccer simulation.

The comparatively high σt for the complete analysis as well as mapping/de-
tection fractions (∼ 1

3µt to 1
2µt) which seems conspicuous at first in Tab. 3, is

in fact a distinctive trait of the implemented analysis. Regarding qualitative ab-
straction, cycles with higher computational load, e.g. when the ball is moving
swift such that spatial binary relations change frequently alternate with cycles of
relative calmness where spatial relations remain largely unaltered. Furthermore,
due to the guided recognition approach, the detection fraction of the analysis
is comparatively expensive in passes where sequences of extensive motion in-
cidences are detected in succession, bottom-up, building upon each other, e.g.
when a one-two pass is completed. In other passes, no motion incidences are de-
tected at all e.g. when the ball is flying or rolling freely and only a small subset
of pattern matchings are attempted (cf. Fig. 3).

The time consumption ratio between scene interpretation and qualitative
abstraction is nearly balanced with light prevalence to the latter. While both
aspects of our analysis approach benefited significantly from real-time optimiza-
tions (cf. Fig. 4), larger gains were rendered possible by the proposed fact assem-
bly strategy based on open validity intervals.
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7 Conclusion

Spatio-temporal analysis of dynamic scenes in real-time environments is challeng-
ing by nature. We presented an approach for relevance-based temporal tracking
of single object’s motion traces and spatial relations among them. We extended
prior formalizations for motion situations to cover self-similar action sequences
and concept traits and proposed a knowledge-based detection strategy. Applying
our idea to soccer simulation, we showed that our approach benefits an online
coach as well as regular field players as solid foundation for opponent modelling
or plan recognition. We have performed extensive tests which approve analysis
quality with regard to precision and recall both using precise, complete input
data and, as a primer, noisy input from competition agents. Also, unconstrained
real-time aptitude of our approach has been substantiated. Looking forward, we
plan to perform a careful review of our qualitative scene representation to ex-
amine its cognitive plausibility and task adequacy. To improve the coverage of
possible motion situations with the set of modeled motion classes we plan to
examine to what extent manual knowledge engineering can be automated with
pattern mining approaches [16]. Due to its domain-agnosticism we also pursue a
transfer of our analysis to new domains such as autonomous logistics.
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